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2012 Eisenhower Trophy Team Photos

ARGENTINA – Jorge Fernandez Valdes, Martin Kim, Captain Mark Lawrie and Franco Romero

AUSTRALIA – Daniel Nisbet, Cameron Smith, Captain Brad James and Matthew Stieger

AUSTRIA – Tobias Nemecz, Lukas Nemecz, Captain Robert Kocher and Manuel Trappel
BAHRAIN – Abdulla Jalal, Mohamed Alnoaimi, Captain Daij Khalifa and Sultan Al-Hakam

BELGIUM – Thomas Pieters, Thomas Detry, Captain Christian Moyson and Cedric Van Wassenhove

BERMUDA – Fraser Hunt, Jaryd Dillas, Captain Craig Brown and Will Haddrell
BOLIVIA – Jose Luis Montano, Gabriel Ormachea, Ignacio Rivero and Captain Pablo Ormachea (not pictured)

BRAZIL – Andre Tourinho, Pedro Costa Lima, Captain Roberto Gomez and Rafael Becker

BULGARIA – Stanko Marinov, Lyubomir Kostov, Captain Harry Zervos and Todor Krastev
CANADA - Albin Choi, Corey Conners, Captain Graham Hill and Mackenzie Hughes

CHILE - Antonio Costa, Gustavo Silva, Captain Gabriel Morgan and Cristobal Del Solar

COLOMBIA - Ricardo Celia, Carlos Rodriguez, Captain Jose Manuel Garrido and Marcelo Rozo
CROATIA - Playing Captain Andrija Antic and Vedran Zanko

CZECH REPUBLIC - Simon Zach, Ondrej Lieser, Captain Lubos Klikar and Vitek Novak
DENMARK - Victor Fasmer Henum, Thomas Sorensen, Captain Torben Nyehuus and Christian Gloet

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - John Paul Garrido, Ernesto Vitienes, Captain Carlos Elmudesi and Rhadames Pena

EGYPT - Omar Mahfouz, Issa Abou El Ela, Captain Ibrahim Rateb and Hassan Said
ESTONIA - Martin Jarve, Marten Palm, Captain Paul Pohl and Egeti Liiv

FIJI - Vikrant Chandra, Olaf Allen, Captain Mark Hinton and Anuresh Chandra
FINLAND - Tapio Pulkkanen, Toni Hakula, Captain Matti Lindholm and Miro Veijalainen

THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA - Peter Stojanovski, Playing Captain Les Perchevski and Ilija Ostojic

FRANCE - Paul Barjon, Edouard Espana, Captain Fabrice Stolear and Julien Brun
GERMANY - Marcel Schneider, Moritz Lampert, Captain Nils Buhring and Maximilian Rottluff

GREECE - Stamatios Kavadas, Christos Nikopoulos, Captain Sofia Gerardi and George Karagiannis

GUAM - Playing Captain Lon Lindsey, Jimmy Mafnas, Daryl Poe
ICELAND - Runar Arnorsson, Axel Boasson, Captain Ragnar Olafsson and Haraldur Franklin Magnus

GUATEMALA - Sebastian Barnoya, Alejandro Villavicencio, Daniel Gurtner and Captain Jose Munoz (not pictured)

HONG KONG, CHINA - Terrence Ng, Motin Yeung, Captain Robert Keys and Shinichi Mizuno
INDIA - Khalin Joshi, Angad Cheema, Captain Jaydeep Chitlangia and Seenappa Chikkarangappa

IRELAND - Kevin Phelan, Alan Dunbar, Captain Padraig Hogan and Gavin Moynihan

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN - Saeid Barati, Playing Captain Hassan Karimian Noshahr and Ali Khazanbeik
ITALY - Filippo Bergamaschi, Giorgio De Filippi, Captain Marco De Rossi and Renato Paratore

JAPAN - Jinichiro Kozuma, Kenta Konishi, Captain Tatsuhiko Asakawa and Hideki Matsuyama

KYRGYZSTAN - Konstantin Surikov, Alexey Konev, Captain Marat Malataev and Azamat Maksybekov
LATVIA - Karlis Broders, Roberts Eihmanis, Captain Davis Puksts and Mikus Gavars

MALAYSIA - Arie Fauzi, Low Khai Jei, Captain Zulkifli Ismail and Gavin Green

MALTA - Ruud Critien, Playing Captain Andrew Borg and Peter Satariano
NETHERLANDS - Daan Huizing, Robin Kind, Captain Eric Bromment and Rowin Caron

MEXICO - Rodolfo Cazaubon, Sebastian Vazquez, Captain Jorge Coghlan and Carlos Ortiz

NEW ZEALAND - Mathew Perry, Ben Campbell, Captain Brent Paterson and Vaughan McCall
NORWAY - Kristian Johannessen, Kristoffer Ventura, Captain Niklas Diethelm and Anders Engell

OMAN - Arqam Al Busaidi, Azaan Al Rumhy, Captain Jay Townsend and Ali Hameed Al Saleh

PAKISTAN - Ghazanfar Mehmood, Mubariz Ahmad, Captain Taimur Hassan Amin and Muhammad Ali Hai
PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA - Huang Yongle, Shao Yongliang, Captain Deng Guoping and Guan Tianlang

PERU - Joaquin Lolas, Luis Fernando Barco, Captain Juan Carlos Neira and Ethel McGowen

POLAND - Jan Szmidt Jr., Playing Captain Adrian Meronk and Mateusz Gradecki
PORTUGAL - Joao Carlota, Ricardo Melo Gouveia, Captain Manuel Agrellos and Pedro Figueredo

PUERTO RICO - Erick Morales, Robert Calvesbert, Coach Dean Spriddle, Jeronimo Esteve IV and Captain Jeronimo Esteve III (not pictured)

QATAR - Saleh Al Kaabi, Abdulrahman Al Bishi, Captain Mike Elliott and Ali Al Bishi
RUSSIAN FEDERATION - Vladimir Osipov, Nikita Ponomarev, Captain Tupikov Valery and Vasily Belov

SCOTLAND - Matthew Clark, Paul Shields, Captain Scott Knowles and Graeme Robertson
SERBIA - Cedomir Ilic, Ilija Djurdjevic, Captain Nebojsa Lazic and Mihailo Dimitrijevic

SINGAPORE - Jonathan Woo, Marc Ong and Playing Captain Jerome Ng

SLOVAKIA - Playing Captain Peter Valasek, Martin Tavoda, Coach Peter Wieger and Juraj Žvarik
SLOVENIA - Matic Zalokar, Enej Sarkanj, Captain Uros Gregoric and Tim Gornik

SOUTH AFRICA - Brandon Stone, Zander Lombard, Captain Andre Pieterse and Haydn Porteous

SPAIN - Scott Fernandez, Carlos Pigem, Captain Jose Pan De Soraluce and Jacobo Pastor
SWEDEN - Pontus Widegren, Robert Karlsson, Captain Johan Karlsson and Daniel Jennevret

SWITZERLAND - Benjamin Rusch, Edouard Arnacher, Captain Toni Matti and Marc Dobias

CHINESE TAIPEI - Teng Kao, Yin-Jen Fang, Captain Lawrence Young and Chieh-Po Lee
UKRAINE - Dmytro Dutchyn, Dmitriy Vakhnenko, Captain Russell Aden and Roman Kobityev

TURKEY - Guray Yazici, Hamza Sayin, Captain Kadir Aydin and Florian Kolberg

THAILAND - Poom Saksansin, Itthipat Buranatanyarat, Captain Thitipong Nasongkhla and Nattawat Suvajanakorn
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES - Sohail Al-Marzouqi, Abdalla Al Musharrekh, Captain Khalid Shamsi and Khalid Al Jasmi

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Justin Thomas, Chris Williams, Captain Jim Vernon and Steven Fox

URUGUAY - Juan Alvarez, Agustín Tarigo, Captain Pablo Faget and Nicholas Tueten
VENEZUELA - Julio Vegas, Gustavo Leon, Captain Ricardo Zuloaga and Jorge A. Garcia

WALES - Rhys Pugh, James Frazer, Captain Carl Rowe and Ben Westgate

ZIMBABWE - Scott Vincent, Ray Badenhorst, Captain Boniface Chicorimbo and Barry Painting